EasyMate
Like other split top mechanisms, the EasyMate optimizes the
workspace by providing a secondary worksurface that is both
height and tilt adjustable. But unlike other split top mechanisms,
the EasyMate incorporates Weber Knapp’s unique patented
technology for height adjustment - allowing a worksurface to
be raised by simply lifting up on it and lowered by tipping it
slightly and moving it down.

And installation couldn’t be
easier! Forget about mounting
a paddle. Forget about
mounting a separate brake
package. Forget about
carefully routing a cable. Just
attach two brackets to the
primary surface and two
brackets to the secondary
surface and you’re done. 18
Screws, that’s all!
Best of all, while the EasyMate
gives you all the functionality
of a split top mechanism, it is
priced more like a keyboard
mechanism.
High end features at a
value price!
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EasyMate
Advantages:
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Lift-and-Set height adjustment,
spring-assisted for effortless
adjustment through a range
of 12 inches, 6” up and 6” down.
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Soft knob to release +9”/-15” tilt,
for comfortable positioning
of the hands.

Simple installation no paddle, separate
brake mechanism,
or cable to mount!

Available in various widths
to suit specific workstation
dimensions.

SPECIFICATIONS
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

UP
DOWN
TOTAL
HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT
TILT ADJUSTMENT
TILT SET BY
SPRING OPTIONS
ANSI/BIFMA X 4.4 1998
MATERIAL
FINISH

6"
6"
12"
Lift and Set - no paddle, cable or lever
+9"/-15"
Single Knob
15 or 20 lb
Yes (keyboard surfaces greater than 36" in width)
Steel
Textured Black Powder Coat

Less intrusive of valuable
knee-space area
as compared with other
split top mechanism.

Rugged steel construction
with textured black
powder coat finish.

Exceeds ANSI/BIFMA x 5.5-1998,
for adjustable keyboards
with surface size greater
than 36” in width.
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